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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be used in swarms to achieve multiple tasks co-
operatively. Multi-UAV and multi-target cooperative task assignments are difficult. To solve the
problem of unbalanced, phased, cooperative assignment between UAVs and tasks, we establish an
unbalanced, phased task assignment model that considers the constraints of task execution, time, and
target task execution demand. Based on an improved consensus-based bundle algorithm (CBBA), we
propose a two-tier task bidding mechanism. According to dynamic changes in new tasks, we study a
dynamic assignment strategy and propose a mechanism based on task continuity adjustment and
time windows. Finally, a simulation experiment is used to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of
the proposed allocation method in multi-UAV target assignment scenarios. The results show that the
dynamic task assignment strategy can efficiently assign random new tasks as they arise.

Keywords: multiple UAVs; dynamic task assignment; consensus-based bundle algorithm; coordination

1. Introduction

Under the current military context, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are widely used
in reconnaissance, searching, firefighting, effectiveness evaluation, and other operational
tasks [1]. However, in the future air combat environment, UAVs will be faced with complex
and changeable environments. The cooperative environment and requirements of UAVs
will also become complex [2], which will require efficient cooperation among UAVs to
complete various objectives and tasks [3].

The UAV multi-objective assignment problem is a typical NP-hard problem. Reason-
able consideration of the influences of practical factors and the constraint relationships
between UAVs and targets are very important in establishing cooperative task assignment
models and improving design and solution algorithms. The problem of multi-task coopera-
tive assignment has been studied from the two aspects of random speed and time windows.
When considering the constraints of kinematics, time, and resources, an improved genetic
algorithm was proposed to solve the problem of random task assignment [4]. In [5], a
discrete adaptive whale search optimization algorithm was proposed to study the task
assignment problem. It comprehensively considers various constraints, such as limited
resources, task priority, and obstacle avoidance. It features a search-intensity adaptive
mechanism that balances exploration and development intensity and effectively improves
the exploration ability. In [6], a two-stage hybrid auction algorithm was proposed. In its first
level, urgent tasks are selected by using a selection function and task attribute values. In its
second level, a new objective function is proposed that generates a reasonable task auction
sequence, which improves the efficiency and robustness of the task allocation model.

In recent years, many scholars at home and abroad have carried out research on the
UAV task assignment problem and proposed a variety of different types of task assignment
problem models and solving methods. The problem model establishment is mainly divided
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into single-task assignment models and multi-task assignment models. The single task
assignment model mainly includes the Multiple Travelling Salesman Problem [7] model
and the Vehicle Routing Problem [8] model. The main feature of the model is that the UAV
needs to traverse all the task targets. The model is simple but needs to be standardized in
the actual problem processing process and is suitable for fewer task targets. In the multi-
task assignment model, the Mixed-Integer Linear Programming [9] model is beneficial for
describing the global constraints of numerical problems, better optimizing the UAV task
execution sequence, and improving task assignment efficiency. However, the method is
difficult to apply to situations where there is an imbalance between the number of UAVs
and the number of tasks. The distribution idea of the Network Flow Optimization [10]
model is to use the eigenvectors of network traffic for hierarchical division, which has good
optimization characteristics, but the problem of low distribution efficiency often occurs
when the number of tasks surges. Therefore, this paper aims at the problem of multi-UAV
cooperative task assignment in stages, considers a variety of practical constraints, and
combines the different execution requirements of various tasks in different time periods to
establish a hierarchical multi-stage multi-UAV cooperative task allocation model so as to
achieve reasonable planning of UAV formation collaborative execution tasks in different
phases of task execution time windows.

In combat environments, the various battlefield situations are constantly changing.
The emergence of new situations can make the original task allocation strategy unable to
meet the new task execution requirements. Hence, there is an urgent need to carry out
research on dynamic task allocation for multiple UAVs. In [11], aiming to solve the problem
of the calculation times and flight distance involved in task allocation are too long, and
so a dynamic task allocation mechanism based on a bionic algorithm was proposed. It
dynamically allocates UAVs according to the number of task points and optimizes the
allocation via a comparison mechanism. In [12], an improved task–assignment algorithm
was proposed, which was applied to combat scenes with sudden threats and UAV losses.
The algorithm is market-based and simulates the four stages of market bidding. Simulations
prove that the algorithm has good robustness and can be well applied to the dynamic
assignment of UAV cooperative timing tasks. In [13], a dynamic task allocation algorithm
based on a task sequence mechanism was proposed. The available time period and task
resources of each UAV are defined, and a conflict-free task allocation scheme is allocated
to each UAV in real-time through an auction mechanism and consistency coordination.
At present, research on the dynamic task allocation of multiple UAVs has mostly focused
on execution costs and path planning. However, in actual situations, the task execution
of multiple UAVs has strong time constraints [14], and the relationships between task
completion time constraints and task benefits need to be considered [15].

At the current stage, the methods for solving the multi-UAV cooperative task assign-
ment problem mainly include heuristic methods, mathematical programming methods, and
intelligent optimization algorithms. Among them, the heuristic methods mainly include
clustering methods [16]. The principle is to treat each task as a cluster for clustering and
complete the task assignment when the task cluster and the number of system members
reach an agreement. The advantage is that the time and space complexity of the algorithm
is low, but its robustness and accuracy are poor. Mathematical programming methods
mainly include exhaustive methods, integer programming methods, etc. Among them,
integer programming methods [17] take small-scale problems as the research object and
establish objective functions and constraints around the problem objectives to solve. The
algorithm is flexible and easy to solve, but the computational load is large, and the solution
efficiency is low, and it is difficult to adapt to the solution of large-scale problems. The
principle of the intelligent optimization algorithm [18] is to adjust the solution time and
quality to obtain a satisfactory solution within an acceptable time range. Its advantage is
that the solution is stable and simple and can be combined with other methods, mainly
including evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence algorithms. The above-solving
algorithms are all applicable to the centralized task assignment mechanism. The centralized
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solution method has a simple solution mechanism and can theoretically obtain the optimal
task assignment result. However, the algorithm solution is easily limited by the centralized
structure and is not suitable for application in dynamic, uncertain task allocation scenarios,
the real-time assignment performance is low, and the robustness is poor, which reduces the
overall task assignment efficiency to a certain extent.

In the actual multi-UAV cooperative task assignment process, each UAV needs to
assign tasks coordinately through information communication interaction. The distributed
control system structure [19] has better structural flexibility and autonomy, and the current
more widely used task allocation methods are the contract network algorithm and the
auction algorithm in the market-like mechanism, and its core idea is to use the market
auction mechanism to achieve task allocation [20]. Therefore, this paper adopts an im-
proved algorithm of auction algorithm-consensus-based bundle algorithm to solve the
distributed task assignment problem of multiple UAVs. Compared with the previous tradi-
tional distributed assignment algorithm, this algorithm adopts a task bidding concurrency
mechanism and UAV neighborhood communication. The negotiation mechanism has better
task allocation flexibility and efficiency and uses the consistency strategy to effectively
avoid the occurrence of task conflicts.

Aiming at the above problems, this paper first establishes a multi-UAV, multi-objective,
unbalanced, cooperative task assignment model that comprehensively considers various
constraints [21]. An improved consensus-based bundle algorithm (CBBA) is used to solve
the model [22,23]. Secondly, according to the dynamics of new task occurrence, a dynamic
assignment mechanism based on task continuity adjustment and time-window matching is
proposed [24,25] to achieve multi-UAV cooperative dynamic task assignment. Finally, a
simulation experiment verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Task Assignment in Multi-UAV Cooperative Combat
2.1.1. Description of the Multi-UAV Cooperative Task Assignment Decision Problem

The multi-UAV cooperative task assignment problem refers to a cooperative task assign-
ment scheme for multiple UAVs that considers their performance and task characteristics.
It can meet specific constraints and maximize the benefit of task assignments. In the process
of establishing a collaborative task allocation model, it is necessary to analyze the model’s
constraints and optimization objectives [26]. The task execution constraints are related to
timing, time, quantity, and demand.

(1) For the ith UAV, the number of tasks it can perform should not exceed the maximum
it can perform, namely:

NT

∑
j=1

xij ≤ Lt (1)

where I and J represent the UAV set and task set, respectively, where I , {1, . . . , Nn}
and J , {1, . . . , Nt}. xij represents the assignment of UAV i to task j. If the value is 1, it
means that UAV i is assigned to the task; otherwise, it is 0 (not assigned). Lt represents the
maximum number of tasks that each UAV can perform. NT represents the number of tasks.

(2) The number of UAVs that execute the jth goal should not exceed the upper limit of
the number of UAVs, namely:

NU

∑
i=1

xij ≤ Li (2)

where Li represents the maximum number of UAVs. NU represents the number of UAVs.

(3) When a UAV performs its mission, it needs to abide by certain task execution timing
constraints; that is, it should first perform a reconnaissance mission before performing
a strike mission, namely:
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t
Tj
r ≤ t

Tj
c (j = 1, 2, · · · , NT) (3)

where t
Tj
r and t

Tj
c indicate the starting times of the reconnaissance and strike missions, respectively.

(4) A UAV’s mission needs to be executed within the executable time range of the mis-
sion, namely:

Eti ≤ ti ≤ Lti (4)

where Eti and Lti represent the start and end execution times, respectively. ti represents
the time when the UAV i performed the mission.

(5) Different stages of task execution require different numbers of UAVs to perform
cooperatively, namely:

TarU
(

tj

etk
i ,ltk

i

)
∈ UAV

(
tj

et∗ki ,lt∗ki

)
(5)

where TarU
(

tj

etk
i ,ltk

i

)
represents the required number of UAVs in the kth execution period[

etk
i , ltk

i

]
. of the jth target. UAV

(
tj

et∗ki ,lt∗ki

)
indicates the number of UAVs that can reach the

task during period
[
et∗ki , lt∗ki

]
, and

[
etk

i , ltk
i

]
∈
[
et∗ki , lt∗ki

]
.

In model optimization, the main considerations are to maximize the number of tasks
performed by the UAVs and minimize the time spent on task execution. The cooperative
tasks of the UAVs are defined as:

f1 =
NU

∑
i=1

(
NT

∑
j=1

cij(xi, pi)xij

)
(6)

where cij represents the revenue from task execution.
We define the time cost as:

f2 = ∑ tij · xij (7)

In summary, the mathematical model of UAV cooperative target assignment is as follows:

min
(

f−1
1 , f2

)

s.t.



Nt
∑

j=1
xij ≤ Lt

Nn
∑

j=1
xij ≤ Li

t
Tj
r ≤ t

Tj
c

Eti ≤ ti ≤ Lti

TarU
(

tj
etk

i ,ltk
i

)
∈ UAV

(
tj
et∗ki ,lt∗ki

)
xij ∈ {0, 1}

(8)

where the set revenue function satisfies cij(xi, pi) ≥ 0 under any distribution scheme xi and
task execution sequence pi.

2.1.2. Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm

In this paper, the consensus-based bundle algorithm is used to solve the dynamic
task assignment problem of multi-UAV cooperation [27]. The assignment process mainly
consists of task selection and conflict resolution. First, based on the construction of their own
task package and execution path, each agent calculates the income from adding new tasks
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and compares it with the winning bid price of the current task. When the income is higher
than the winning bid, it is added to the task package to achieve task selection. Secondly,
to achieve consistent mission selection, the agent needs to know all kinds of bidding
information with all agents, which mainly contains the winning bid, the winner of the sets,
and a timestamp. According to these information interactions, all agents update their task
packages and task execution paths in real time. Through continuous task selection and
conflict resolution, conflict-free task assignment results are finally obtained. The specific
execution mechanism is shown in Figure 1.
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2.1.3. Algorithmic Information Structure

Assume that all UAVs in the UAV formation are set as L , {1, 2, . . . , Nn}, and the task
execution target is represented by J , {1, 2, . . . , Nt}. The various elements that need to be
stored and updated by each UAV in the process of task allocation mainly include:

(1) Task package bi: Vector bi = {bi1, bi2 . . . , bin} represents the task set assigned to UAV
i, which is arranged in the order of insertion.

(2) Task path pi: pi = {pi1, pi2, . . . , pin} represents the execution list of the task set
assigned to UAV i, and each task element starts its specific execution according to the
task path.

(3) Winner set zi: Nn × Nt-dimensional matrix zi represents the task bidding information
currently acquired by UAV i; zk

ij = 1 represents that UAV i confirms that UAV k is the
bidding winner of task j; otherwise, it is 0.

(4) Winning bid price set yi: Matrix yi represents the UAV bidding information confirmed
by UAV i, which corresponds to the matrix of the winner set.

(5) Timestamp si: si represents the latest moment of information exchange between
UAV i and its neighbouring UAVs. This plays an important role in the conflict
resolution stage and represents the update degree of information obtained by the
current interaction between UAV and other UAVs.

2.1.4. Task Selection Mechanism Improvement

In the process of task selection, in order to maximize the benefits of task execution,
task j is added to task set bi in each UAV iteration until the end of the iteration cycle. The
total revenue of UAV i’s task allocation is:

Spi
i = ∑

j

(
cij − ζij

)
(9)

where cij is the revenue from task execution, which is expressed as follows:

′
cij =

{
Kij × e−λ(tijs−tjs) tijs ∈

[
tjs, tje

]
0 otherwise

(10)
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where tijs is the start time of UAV i performing task j,
[
tjs, tje

]
is the executable time range

of task j, and exp
(
−λ
(
tijs − tjs

))
is a time penalty term for UAV i performing task j.

Where ζij is the mission distance cost of the UAV, which has the specific form:

ζij = dijγ (11)

where dij is the straight-line distance between UAV i and task j, and γ is the distance
cost coefficient.

Using the change in revenue of UAV i after adding new task j, the marginal gain of
task j can be expressed as:

cij[bi] =

 0, j ∈ bi,
max

n≤|pi |+1
Spi⊕n{j}

i − Spi
i , otherwise. (12)

where n represents all possible positions where the new task is added to the task path;
a⊕n {b}means that b is inserted into the nth bit of a, and the nth bit of a and the elements
that follow it are moved back. We try to insert each UAV at all possible positions in the
execution path to determine the position with the maximum marginal gain of the task,
add all tasks to the task package and finally, maximize the UAV execution benefit. For
multiple-UAV task co-allocation, we construct a winning information matrix B of size
Nn × Nt from the set winner zi and set winning bid yi information, with rows and columns
representing tasks and UAVs, respectively. Bij is UAV i’s bid for mission j. When z(i, j) = k,
there is Bi

kj = y(k, j), indicating that UAV i thinks that UAV k bids for task j.
To solve assignment problems where the target tasks are at different execution stages,

the bidding mechanism of the original algorithm is improved and two-level task bidding
selection is implemented [6,28]. The specific process is as follows.

Firstly, for tasks at different execution stages in the target, the tasks with different
execution time stages in the target are ranked according to the starting execution time; that
is, Tj = [T1, T2, . . . , Te]. The first-level task bidding expression of the improved algorithm
task selection mechanism is:

′
cij =

{
Kij × e−λ(tijs−t1

js) tijs ∈
[
t1

js, te
je

]
0 otherwise

(13)

where tijs is the execution start time of UAV i’s task j, and tk
js and te

je are the start time of
task T1 and the end time of task Te in Tj, respectively. Kij is the coefficient. The bidding
function is mainly used to screen out the UAV sets that meet the target Tj execution time

period
[
t1

js, te
je

]
, and prepare for the next specific task bidding event.

After screening out the UAV sets that meet the task execution time period, the second
task bidding expression is:

c∗ij =

{
Kij × e−λ(tijs−tn

js−t∗) tijs ∈
[
tn

js, tn
je

]
0 otherwise

(14)

where
[
tn

js, tn
je

]
is the start and end times of task n in

[
t1

js, te
je

]
, t∗ is the difference in the start

execution times of adjacent tasks, that is, t∗ = tn+1
js − tn

js. The bidding function is mainly
used to assign the task sets of different execution time periods in target j to a specific UAV
for execution.

After the task package is built, it needs to be populated with information such as the
winner set, winning price set and time stamp. Each UAV needs to judge whether its own
task package built on the basis of the other UAVs’ task bidding information is true or not, so
it also needs to resolve any task conflict to obtain the final consistent task allocation scheme.
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2.1.5. Conflict Resolution

Conflict resolution is based on task construction and solves the problem of task
assignment conflict through information exchange between UAVs [29]. The information
exchanged between UAVs mainly includes the winner set, winning price set, and time
stamp. When a task only needs to be performed by a single UAV, its conflict resolution
mechanism is consistent with the CBBA. The main processes are to judge whether the task
can be obtained by comparing its own bidding information after all UAVs complete an
information exchange and to obtain the winner set and winning price set information of
other UAVs. When UAV i bids the highest for task j, it will obtain it and release all tasks
j and subsequent tasks in the task set of all other UAVs containing the task j. When the
timestamp is updated after complete information exchange occurs, the update form is
as follows:

sik =

τr, gik = 1
max

m:gim=1
smk, otherwise (15)

where gik = 1 represents information interaction between UAV i and UAV k; otherwise, it
is 0; and τr indicates the time of message receipt.

In the process of conflict resolution, via information interaction between all UAVs,
the information receiver of the UAV will update the corresponding information according
to the winner set, winning bid set, and timestamp of the current moment. When UAV i
receives information from neighbouring UAV k, it will react according to the time stamp
and UAV winning information. The UAV reaction mechanism mainly includes an:

• Update mechanism : yij = ykj, zij = zkj;
• Reset mechanism : yij = 0, Zij = ∅;
• Leaving mechanism : yij = yij, zij = zij.

(16)

According to the above processing mechanism, when a UAV changes the information
in the winner set and winning bidding set, it is necessary to check whether there is any
task update or reset in the task set. When there is, it is necessary to release the task and
all subsequent tasks to achieve consistent task allocation. When the information of the
sender UAV k and receiver UAV i are updated, we check the information of UAV n that
UAV k thinks is assigned to task j. When Bi

mj = 0 exists and the number of UAVs executed

by task j does not meet the requirement, the allocation matrix is updated by Bi
mj = Bk

mj
and UAV i is assigned to task j. When the number of UAVs executing task j meets the
requirement, if their existing bidding value is less than that considered by UAV k, that is,
min

(
yi

nj∀n
)
< yk

mj, the task is updated by Bi
nj = 0, Bi

mj = Bk
mj. To avoid deadlock when the

bidding value is the same, the UAV with the higher identification is selected. Throughout
the process, task selection and conflict resolution are carried out in a continuous cycle.
When the winner set of all UAVs and the information of the winner bidding set no longer
change, it indicates that the task assignment results of all UAVs have reached consistency,
and task assignment ends.

2.2. Dynamic Task Assignment Based on Improved CBBA
2.2.1. Overall Flow of the Algorithm

In the process of task allocation, all UAVs perform tasks according to the previously
established task allocation, and new tasks appear at time T, which influences the original
task allocation scheme. The task allocation sequence needs to be adjusted to regain the
optimal consistent allocation result [30,31]. In the process of solving the problem by using
the improved CBBA, task continuity adjustment and task allocation adjustment through
the time window are used in the task package construction stage to optimize the efficiency
of the task allocation results and improve the dynamic effect of the final task allocation
scheme [32]. The specific algorithm flow is shown in Figure 2:
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Step 1: On the basis of the initial UAV task allocation scheme, we judge whether there
is an event occurring in a new task at time T. If so, we go to Step 2; if not, go to Step 5
directly to output the optimal task allocation scheme.

Step 2: If there are any new tasks, the improved CBBA approach is used to solve
them. Firstly, we reconstruct the task package and task execution path of the UAVs that
meet the task execution conditions. On the basis of the task package construction and task
execution path, we optimize and adjust the task allocation scheme through task continuity
adjustment and task adjustment based on the time window.

Step 3: On the basis of task package construction and task assignment scheme ad-
justment, conflict resolution is carried out to obtain consistent task assignment results for
all UAVs.

Step 4: Judge whether the final task allocation is consistent. If so, go to Step 5 to
output the optimal task allocation scheme; if not, go to Step 2 to re-allocate tasks.

Step 5: Select the optimal task assignment scheme as the adjusted optimal scheme
for output.

In the process of task assignment, for UAVs before and after continuous task execution
revenue and cost considerations, we comprehensively consider the combination of the
currently executed task and related tasks to adjust the task allocation sequence. At the same
time, for each task allocation relationship within the execution time window, reasonably
plan the time sequence of the execution window of each task, the task allocation efficiency
can be better optimized. The detailed processes of these two parts are introduced below.

2.2.2. Task Continuity Adjustment Distribution

If at moment T a new task appears that needs to be performed, the UAV that meets the
task execution conditions deletes its original task allocation and rebuilds the work and task
execution path. On this basis, combined with all UAVs and task execution path information,
we optimize the arrangement of pre- and post-tasks of all tasks in UAV i’s task execution
sequence [33,34].
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The set of all UAVs is I, and the task execution sequence of UAV i is Ti = {ti1, ti2, · · ·, tih},
where h represents the order of the task in the execution sequence. The conflict-free task set
at any execution time after t is Tt =

{
tg1, tg2, · · ·, tgw

}
, where g is the individual UAV in

the task execution sequence to which the task belongs, and w is the total number of tasks.
Let AS as the algorithm iteration counter, and make its initial value as 0. The algorithm
flow is as follows:

Step 1: Firstly, UAV i is selected from UAV set I;
Step 2: Select task tih from the task execution sequence Ti of UAV i;
Step 3: Select the task tgw and tih indices from the conflict-free task set Tt that was

executed at any time after time t and exchange them. Record the trip costs ζi and ζ j and

the original trip costs
′

ςi and
′

ς j executed by UAV i and UAV j, respectively.
Step 4: Calculate di =

ςi
′

ςi

and dj =
ς j
′

ς j

, and if di and dj are both within the threshold

range [d−, d+], go to Step 5; otherwise, go to Step 3;
Step 5: Adjust the assignment of tasks;
Step 6: Judge whether the adjustment is completed; if so, go to Step 7, otherwise, go

to Step 2;
Step 7: Let AS = AS + 1, and determine whether AS ≤ NU; if so, then go to Step 8,

otherwise, go to Step 1;
Step 8: Output the final allocation result.

2.2.3. Task Allocation Adjustment Based on Time Windows

A task window refers to the period between the earliest and latest times a task may be
started. Within a task window, the different execution times of each task will influence
the probability of each task being executed [35]. Within the task window, different task
execution schedules will cause the interval between execution times of adjacent tasks to
be too long or too short, thus making the overall task execution sequence too close or too
sparse, which can also affect the overall task execution benefits.

We define uij to represent the execution relationship between UAV i and task j. When
uij = 1, it means that UAV i performs task j; otherwise, when the value is 0, it means that
there is no execution relationship; du indicates the execution time of a task. The earliest start
time of a task is st and the latest is et, the start time of the current task is t, dt is the time that
the UAV takes to reach the task location, and the earliest task end time in the time window is
represented as st+ du− dt. The latest end time of the tasks in the time window is expressed
as et− du+ dt. M is used to represent the proportion of the task time window of the UAV to
start the task at time t in the overall time window. When there is a time set P of all tasks that
can be started within the time window, and the time set of tasks that can be started to be exe-
cuted at time t is Pt, then M(t) = |Pt|/|P|, t ∈ [st, et]. The allocation adjustment objective is
expressed as ∑

j∈N
Mj(t)uij, and its result is minimized to optimize the overall task allocation

adjustment. If a task is executed at t, the earliest execution time cannot be earlier than st, and
the earliest execution time can start from t− du+ dt. Therefore, the earliest execution time of
a task executed at t is max{t− du + dt, st}. Similarly, the latest start time of a task executed
at time t is max{t− du + dt, st}. To sum up, for a time window [st, et], P = [st, et− du + dt],
|P| = et− st− du + dt + 1, and the time window matching degree of the task executed at t
time is M(t) = (min{t, et− du + dt} −max{t− du + dt, st}+ 1)/(et− st− du + dt + 1).

When the earliest task end time in the time window is earlier than the latest end
time, that is, when st + du− dt < et− du + dt, and when t ∈ [st, st + du− dt], there are
min{t, et− du + dt} = t and max{t− du + dt, st} = st; then, M(t) = (t−st+1)

(et−st−du+dt+1) . Simi-
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larly, when t ∈ (st + du− dt, et− du + dt], M(t) = du−dt+1
et−st−du+dt+1 ; and when

t ∈ (et− du + dt, et], M(t) = et−t+1
et−st−du+dt+1 . That is:

M(t) =


t−st+1

et−st−du+dt+1 , st ≤ t ≤ st + du− dt
du−dt+1

et−st−du+dt+1 , st + du− dt < t ≤ et− du + dt
et−t+1

et−st−du+dt+1 , et− du + dt < t ≤ et
0, t < st, t > et

(17)

The pre-task set is defined as tP, and the follow-up task set is defined as tN. When
tP = ∅, dt1 is defined as the distance between UAV i and the currently executed task, ad
is the expected task execution time, and st = max{t, ad + dt1}. On the contrary, when
tP 6= ∅, tp is defined as the start time of the prior task, tpd is the execution time of
the prior task, dt2 is the distance between the locations of prior and current tasks, and
st = max

{
t, tp + tpd + dt2

}
. tce is defined as the end time of the current task, dt3 represents

the distance between the follow-up and current task locations, tn is defined as the start time
of the follow-up task, tdu is defined as the execution time of the current task. When tN = ∅,
r = tce. When tN 6= ∅, r = min{tce, tn − tdu − dt3}. The algorithm flow is as follows.

Step 1: Firstly, obtain the current task, its predecessor and the subsequent task set.
Calculate the earliest execution time range st and the latest execution time range et;

Step 2: Calculate the of M every task at time t;
Step 3: Adjust the assignment of tasks according to the size of M;
Step 4: Judge whether the allocation target ∑

j∈N
Mj(t)uij reaches the minimum. If so,

go to Step 5; otherwise, go to Step 3;
Step 5: Output the adjusted allocation scheme;
Step 6: Judge whether there is still a need for allocation adjustment; if so, go to Step 1;

otherwise, go to Step 7;
Step 7: The adjustment and distribution are finished.
Combining the above steps, the implementation process for dynamic adjustment of

tasks based on a time window is as shown in Figure 3:
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3. Results
3.1. Simulation Experiment Settings

Aiming at the problem of multi-target, unbalanced, phased, collaborative task assign-
ment of heterogeneous multi-UAVs, when the numbers of UAVs and targets are inconsistent,
the number of UAVs is allocated according to the requirements at different stages of the
target task. To solve this problem, simulation verification of the proposed method was
carried out. In order to facilitate the simulation experiment for the problem, the unit of
task allocation time in the simulation scenario of the following case is seconds, and the unit
of flight distance in kilometers and in (4) and (5) in the performance testing section of the
algorithm in Section 3.3.2, the time unit is 100 s. The UAV object studied in the simulation
experiment is considered a mass point, and there are research indicators about the UAV,
which mainly include position coordinates, flight speed, and mission execution time. The
UAV object studied in the simulation and the relevant research indicators in this paper are
consistent with the references [15,26]. The hardware configuration used for the algorithm
simulation experiments in this chapter is Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-9750HF CPU @ 2.60GHz
Processor, memory is 32 GB, and the graphics card is NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 Ti. The
software environment is MATLAB 2020a. The simulation settings are as follows.

Scenario 1: A formation of UAVs performs combat missions. There are five UAVs of
two types: two type-I UAVs and three type-II UAVs. The two types of UAVs can execute
tasks in cooperation for different mission types. Combat missions are mainly divided into
two categories: reconnaissance and strike. There are four of each in this scenario. The initial
situation is given in the following Tables 1 and 2:

Table 1. Task target information.

Task Identity Task Coordinates
Task Type

Reconnaissance Class Strike Class

1 (−1.3,2.6)
√

2 (0.3,2.7)
√

3 (−1.1,2.5)
√

4 (1.1,4.4)
√

5 (0.3,4.5)
√

6 (0.7,5.5)
√

7 (1.7,5.2)
√

8 (0.7,2.0)
√

Table 2. UAV information.

UAV Identity Initial Position Ability Type

Maximum
Number of

Tasks That Can
Be Executed

Speed (m/s)

1 (0.05,3.3) I 5 30
2 (1.4,5.3) I 5 35
3 (1.9,−0.9) II 5 50
4 (−0.9,5.4) II 5 40
5 (2.0,2.3) II 5 30

For the operational replanning of cooperative task execution by multiple UAVs, we
must conduct cooperative task redistribution as unexpected new tasks arise. For this
problem, simulation verification of the proposed method was carried out. The simulation
scenario was set as follows.

Scenario 2: UAVs perform combat missions in formation. There are five UAVs of
two types: two Type-I and three Type-II. At first, the operational tasks carried out in the
course of operations are mainly divided into two types: reconnaissance and strike, of
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which there are six and nine, respectively. Type-I UAVs perform reconnaissance missions,
while Type-II UAVs perform strike missions. One new task is suddenly generated, and
its corresponding execution relationship can be executed by the two types of UAVs. The
specific initial situation is listed in the following Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Task objective information.

Task Identity Task Coordinates
Task Type

Reconnaissance Class Strike Class

1 (−1.3,2.1)
√

2 (−0.6,3.0)
√

3 (1.0,3.3)
√

4 (2.4,4.2)
√

5 (−1.1,2.5)
√

6 (−0.5,2.0)
√

7 (1.7,2.8)
√

8 (−0.3,0.8)
√

9 (0.6,−1.1)
√

10 (1.2,4.4)
√

11 (1.7,0.8)
√

12 (−1.8,−1.0)
√

13 (−1.5,0.5)
√

14 (−1.3,2.8)
√

15 (−1.9,3.1)
√

Table 4. UAV information.

UAV Identity Initial Position Ability Type

Maximum
Number of

Tasks That Can
Be Executed

Speed (m/s)

1 (0.1,3.3) I 5 30
2 (1.4,5.2) I 5 35
3 (2.0,−1.0) II 5 50
4 (−0.9,5.4) II 5 40
5 (2.1,2.3) II 5 30

3.2. Simulation Results and Analysis

Simulation Scenario 1: According to the initial state of each target in Scenario 1,
we use the improved CBBA collaborative target allocation algorithm to allocate targets
as follows:

As shown in Figure 4, the overall execution time for the UAV formation to complete
the collaborative tasks is 362.634 s, with the UAV formation taking 254.634 s to make a
task decision and complete all task assignment processes when faced with the current task
environment. UAVs A1 and A5 arrived at the position of reconnaissance mission one in 31
s and 37 s, respectively, when they performed the mission in coordination, and the mission
execution time was 15 s. UAVs A1 and A5 cooperated to perform the task in phases during
execution periods {31,46} and {37,52} of Reconnaissance Task 1. After reconnaissance, they
flew from the current mission point to the position of strike mission two, and they started
their mission in 69 s and 69.7 s, respectively, and they cooperated to perform the task
during execution periods {69,74} and {69.7,74.7} of Strike Task 2, respectively. The initial
coordinated mission of the UAVs A3 and A4 was reconnaissance mission six, and they
arrived at the mission point at 35 s and 32 s, respectively, both with a mission execution time
of 5 s. UAVs 3 and 4 cooperated to perform the task in phases during execution periods
{35,40} and {32,37} of Reconnaissance Task 6. After reconnaissance, UAV A4 flew from the
current mission point to the position of strike mission four and carried out this mission
in conjunction with UAV A2, which arrived at the position of strike mission four at 39 s.
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UAVs 2 and 4 cooperated to perform the task in phases during the execution periods {32,47}
and {39,54} of Strike Task 4, respectively. After that, UAV A2 and UAV A4 cooperated to
perform reconnaissance mission five, and their respective time to reach the mission position
were 67 s and 72 s, respectively. UAVs 2 and 4 cooperated with each other in phases during
execution periods {67,82} and {72,87} of reconnaissance mission five, respectively. After
reconnaissance, UAV A1 took 23 s to fly from the position of strike mission two to the
position of strike mission three. UAVs 1 and 4 cooperated with each other in execution
periods {97,102} and {98,103} of strike mission three, respectively. UAV A3 took 27 s to fly
from the position of reconnaissance mission six to the position of reconnaissance mission
seven. UAV 3 carried out reconnaissance mission seven in {67,82}. After the reconnaissance,
UAV A5 flew from the position of strike mission two to the position of strike mission eight
at 84 s. UAVs 3 and 5 cooperated with each other to carry out the mission in stages during
execution time periods {93,108} and {84,99} of strike mission eight, respectively. To sum
up, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm can well solve the problem of multi-UAV,
multi-task, unbalanced, cooperative, and phased task assignment.
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Simulation Scenario 2: The proposed task dynamic adjustment mechanism is sim-
ulated and tested. In the case of no new tasks, the original task allocation route and
assignment timing result are shown in Figure 5.
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As shown in Table 5, the overall execution time for the UAV formation to complete
the coordinated tasks is 345.884 s, with the UAV formation taking 230.884 s to make a
task decision and complete the process of assigning all tasks in the face of the current task
environment. In the absence of new tasks, the execution by the UAVs is as follows: UAV 1
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performs the type-I task sequence as 15→11→14→12, the execution time of various tasks
is 5 s, and the time when UAV A1 arrives at the initial task point and starts to perform the
task is 10 s. For its subsequent task set, the time when the UAV starts to execute the task
is 64 s, 76 s, and 86 s, respectively. The time to complete the overall task is 91 s. UAV 2
performs the type-I task sequence as 13→10, the execution time for each type of task is 5 s,
where the moment when UAV A2 arrives at the initial task point and starts the task is 15 s,
after which it takes 25 s to fly from that task point to the location of task 10, the moment
when the UAV starts that task is 45 s, and the overall task execution is completed in 50 s.
UAV 3 performs the type-II task sequence as 9→6, the execution time for each type of task
is 15 s, where the moment when UAV A3 arrives at the initial task point and starts its task is
18 s, after which it takes 34 s to fly from that task point to the location of task 6, the moment
when the UAV starts that task is 67 s and the overall task execution is completed in 82 s.
UAV 4 performs the type-II task sequence as 5→2→1, the execution time for each type of
task is 15 s, where the moment when UAV A4 arrives at the initial task point and starts its
task is 10 s, and for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAV starts its execution at 47 s and 69 s,
respectively, and the overall task completion time is 84 s, and UAV 5 performs the type-II
task sequence as 7→8→4→3, the execution time for each type of task is 15 s, where the
moment when UAV A5 arrives at the initial task point and starts its task is 21 s, and for its
subsequent set of tasks, the UAV starts its execution at 49 s, 83 s, and 99 s, respectively, and
the overall task completion time is 114 s. The total revenue of task allocation is 1456.

Table 5. Original task assignment results of UAV.

UAV Identity Task Execution Path Flight Distance Task Execution Time

1 (15,I)→(11,I)→(14,I)→(12,I) 16 {10,15},{64,69},{76,81},{86,91}
2 (13,I)→(10,I) 9 {15,20},{45,50}
3 (9,II)→(6,II) 5 {18,33},{67,82}
4 (5,II)→(2,II)→(1,II) 14 {10,25},{47,62},{69,84}
5 (7,II)→(8,II)→(4,II)→(3,II) 20 {21,37},{49,64},{83,98},{99,114}

When a new task appears, its task allocation route and assignment timing result
change as follows:

(1) New tasks occur when multiple UAVs perform tasks in the early stage, as shown in
the following simulation (Figure 6):
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As shown in Table 6, the overall execution time for the UAV formation to complete
the coordinated tasks is 157.003 s, with the UAV formation taking 43.003 s to make a task
decision and complete the process of assigning all tasks in the face of the current task
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environment. The time of the emergence of a new task is {45,55}. After the emergence of a
new task, the improved CBBA is used to change the execution of all UAVs based on the
initial task allocation scheme: UAV 1 carries out type-I task sequence as 15→14→16, the
execution time for each type of task is 5 s, where the moment when UAV A1 arrives at
the initial task point and starts its task is 10 s, and for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAV
starts its execution at 76 s and 82 s, respectively, and the overall task completion time is
87 s; UAV 2 carries out type-I task sequence as 13→10→11→12, the execution time of the
new task 10 is 10 s, the execution time of the remaining types of tasks is 5 s, the moment
when UAV A2 arrives at the initial task point and starts executing the task is 15 s, and for
its subsequent set of tasks, the UAV starts executing at 45 s, 64 s and 86 s, respectively, and
the overall task execution completion time is 91 s; UAV 3 carries out type-II task sequence
as 9→8→6→4, the execution time for each type of task is 15 s, with UAV A3 arriving at the
initial task point and starting its task at 18 s, and for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAVs
start execution at 49 s, 67 s and 83 s, respectively, and the overall task completion time is
98 s; UAV 4 carries out type-II task sequence as 5→2→1, the execution time for each type of
task is 15 s, where the moment when UAV A4 arrives at the initial task point and starts its
task is 10 s, and for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAV starts its execution at 47 s and 69 s,
respectively, and the overall task completion time is 84 s; And UAV 5 carries out type-II
task sequence as 7→3, the moment when UAV A5 arrives at the initial task point and starts
the task is 21 s and the task execution time is 16 s, after which it takes 62 s to fly from this
task point to the location of task 3, the moment when the UAV starts this task is 99 s and
the task execution time is 15 s, and the overall task execution completion time is 114 s. The
total revenue of the UAV mission allocation is 5215.3.

(2) New tasks occur in the late stage of multi-UAV missions, as shown in the simulation
below (Figure 7):

Table 6. UAV dynamic task assignment results.

UAV Identity Task Execution Path Flight Distance Task Execution Time

1 (15,I)→(14,I)→(16,I) 10 {10,15},{76,81},{82,87}
2 (13,I)→(10,III)→(11,I)→(12,I) 15 {15,20},{45,55},{64,69},{86,91}
3 (9,II)→(8,II)→(6,II)→(4,II) 21 {18,33},{49,64},{67,82},{83,98}
4 (5,II)→(2,II)→(1,II) 14 {10,25},{47,62},{69,84}
5 (7,II)→(3,II) 15 {21,37},{99,114}
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As shown in Table 7, the overall execution time for the UAV formation to complete the
coordinated tasks is 216.206 s, with the UAV formation taking 102.206 s to make a mission
decision and complete the process of assigning all tasks in the face of the current mission
environment. The time of the emergence of a new task is {82,92}. The improved CBBA is
used to change the execution of all UAVs based on the initial task allocation scheme: UAV
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1 carries out type-I task sequence as 15→10→14→16, the execution time of the sudden
new task 16 is 10 s, the execution time of the remaining types of tasks is 5 s, the moment
when UAV A1 arrives at the initial task point and starts executing the task is 10 s, for its
subsequent set of tasks, the moments when the UAV starts executing are 45 s, 76 s and
82 s respectively, and the overall task execution is completed in 92 s; UAV 2 carries out
type-I task sequence as 13→11→12, the execution time for each type of task is 5 s, where
the moment when UAV A2 arrives at the initial task point and starts its task is 15 s, and
for its subsequent set of tasks the UAV starts its execution at 64 s and 86 s, respectively,
and the overall task completion time is 91 s; UAV 3 carries out type-II task sequence as
9→8→6→4, the execution time for each type of task is 15 s, with UAV A3 arriving at the
initial task point and starting its task at 18 s, and for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAVs
start execution at 49 s, 67 s and 83 s, respectively, and the overall task completion time is
98 s; UAV 4 carries out type-II task sequence as 5→2→1, the execution time for each type of
task is 15 s, where the moment when UAV A4 arrives at the initial task point and starts its
task is 10 s, and for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAV starts its execution at 47 s and 69 s,
respectively, and the overall task completion time is 84 s; And UAV 5 carries out type-II
task sequence as 7→3, the moment when UAV A5 arrives at the initial task point and starts
the task is 21 s and the task execution time is 16 s, after which it takes 62 s to fly from this
task point to the location of task 3, the moment when the UAV starts this task is 99 s and
the task execution time is 15 s, and the overall task execution completion time is 114 s. The
total revenue of the UAV mission allocation is 5283.3.

Table 7. UAV dynamic task assignment results.

UAV Identity Task Execution Path Flight Distance Task Execution Time

1 (15,I)→(10,I)→(14,I)→(16,I) 16 {10,15},{45,50},{76,81},{82,92}
2 (13,I)→(11,I)→(12,I) 11 {15,20},{64,69},{86,91}
3 (9,II)→(8,II)→(6,II)→(4,II) 21 {18,33},{49,64},{67,82},{83,98}
4 (5,II)→(2,II)→(1,II) 14 {10,25},{47,62},{69,84}
5 (7,II)→(3,II) 15 {21,37},{99,114}

3.3. Algorithm Performance Evaluation
3.3.1. Performance Evaluation of Multi-UAV and Multi-Target Collaborative Task
Assignment in Stages

In order to test the influence of different combinations of UAVs performing tasks
collaboratively at different times on the task allocation algorithm, six UAVs are set up to
assign tasks to 24 targets, with equal numbers of UAV types and task types. Among them,
there are two types of tasks, one is to assign UAVs to cooperate in three phases at different
times, and the other is to assign UAVs to cooperate in two phases at different times. The
specific simulation results are as follows.

As shown in Figure 8, UAVs 1, 2 and 4 cooperate with each other in execution time
periods {20.9,25.9}, {26,31}, and {23.8,28.8} of Reconnaissance Task 1. After completing
the reconnaissance task, UAVs 1 and 4 are in the execution time periods {55.3,60.3} and
{51.8, 56.8} of Strike Task 2, respectively. In the same way, it can be seen that different UAVs
cooperated to complete other target tasks. It can be seen that target tasks with different
cooperative execution stages can be achieved at different times. Different UAVs cooperate
in executing the target tasks in combination, and the allocation result of the algorithm is
not affected by the combination of target tasks with different requirements of execution
stages, which well the problem of the numbers of UAVs and target tasks being unbalanced
and the target tasks needing to be executed cooperatively in stages.
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3.3.2. Dynamic Allocation Algorithm Performance Evaluation

(1) In order to further compare the performance of dynamic task allocation by the CBBA,
two new tasks were added on the basis of Scenario 1 for comparative simulation, and
the results were compared with the CBBA’s complete reallocation strategy. In the
CBBA used for the complete reallocation strategy, the UAV meets the task execution
requirements, clears its original task assignment, and reconstructs its task package
and task execution path for the new task, finally achieving the dynamic assignment of
the new task. The reassignment result of the CBBA’s complete reallocation strategy is
shown in Figure 9.
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As shown in Table 8, the overall execution time for the UAV formation to complete
the collaborative tasks is 362.093 s, with the UAV formation taking 248.093 s to make a
task decision and complete all task assignment processes when faced with the current task
environment. The times of the emergence of new tasks are {10,20} and {82,92}. After the
emergence of new tasks, the implementation of UAVs using CBBA for complete redistribu-
tion based on the initial task allocation scheme changes as follows: UAV 1 carries out type I
task sequence as 15→11→14→16, the execution time of the sudden new tasks 15 and 16 is
10 s, the execution time of the remaining types of tasks is 5 s, the moment when UAV A1
arrives at the initial task point and starts executing the task is 10 s, for its subsequent set
of tasks, the UAV starts executing at 64 s, 76 s and 82 s respectively, and the overall task
execution completion time is 92 s; UAV 2 carries out type I task sequence as 13→10→12,
the execution time for each type of task is 5 s, the moment when UAV A2 arrives at the
initial task point and starts its task is 15 s, for its subsequent set of tasks, the moment when
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the UAV starts its execution is 45 s and 86 s respectively, and the time when the overall task
is completed is 91 s; UAV 3 carries out type II task sequence as 9→6, the moment when
UAV A3 arrives at the initial task point and starts its task is 18 s, after which it takes 34 s
to fly from this task point to the position of task 6, the moment when the UAV starts this
task is 67 s, the execution time for each type of task is 15 s and the overall task execution
is completed in 82 s; UAV 4 carries out type II task sequence as 5→2→1, the execution
time for each type of task is 15 s, the moment when UAV A4 arrives at the initial task
point and starts executing the task is 10 s, for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAV starts
executing at 47 s and 69 s respectively, and the overall task execution is completed in 84 s;
And UAV 5 carries out type II task sequence as 7→8→4→3, the moment when UAV A5
arrives at the initial task point and starts its task is 21 s, with a task execution time of 16 s.
For its subsequent set of tasks, the UAVs start execution at 49 s, 83 s, and 99 s, with an
execution time of 15 s for each type of task, and the overall task execution is completed in
114 s. The total revenue of the UAV mission allocation is 1552.4.

(2) For the same scenario, the specific situation of task continuity adjustment allocation
in the improved CBBA is as shown in Figure 10.

Table 8. UAV mission execution relationship.

UAV Identity Task Execution Path Flight Distance Task Execution Time

1 (15,III)→(11,I)→(14,I)→(16,III) 18 {10,20},{64,69},{76,81},{82,92}
2 (13,I)→(10,I)→(12,I) 10 {15,20},{45,50},{86,91}
3 (9,II)→(6,II) 13 {18,33},{67,82}
4 (5,II)→(2,II)→(1,II) 14 {10,25},{47,62},{69,84}
5 (7,II)→(8,II)→(4,II)→(3,II) 22 {21,37},{49,64},{83,98},{99,114}
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As shown in Table 9, the overall execution time for the UAV formation to complete
the collaborative tasks is 362.093 s, with the UAV formation taking 248.093 s to make a
task decision and complete all task assignment processes when faced with the current
task environment. The times of the emergence of new tasks are {10,20} and {82,92}. After
the emergence of new tasks, compared with the CBBA’s complete reallocation strategy,
the changes in the task execution sequence after using the improved CBBA with the task
continuity adjustment allocation strategy are as follows: UAV 1 carries out type I task
sequence as 15→16, the moment when UAV A1 arrives at the initial task point and starts
its task is 10 s, after which it takes 62 s to fly from that mission point to the location of
task 16, the moment when the UAV starts that task is 82 s, the execution time for each type
of task is 10 s, and the overall task execution completion time is 92 s; UAV 2 carries out
Type I task sequence as 13→10→11→14→12, the execution time for each type of task is
5 s, the moment when UAV A2 arrives at the initial task point and starts executing the task
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is 15 s, for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAV starts executing at 45 s, 64 s, 76 s and 86 s
respectively, and the overall task completion time is 91 s; UAV 3 carries out Type II task
sequence as 9→8→6→4, the execution time for each type of task is 15 s, the moment when
UAV A3 arrives at the initial task point and starts its task is 18 s, for its subsequent set of
tasks the UAV starts its execution at 49 s, 67 s and 83 s respectively, and the overall task
completion time is 98 s; UAV 4 carries out Type II task sequence as 5→2→1, the execution
time for each type of task is 15 s, the moment when UAV A4 arrives at the initial task point
and starts executing the task is 10 s, for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAV starts executing
at 47 s and 69 s respectively, and the overall task execution is completed in 84 s; And UAV
5 carries out Type II task sequence as 7→3, the moment when UAV A5 arrives at the initial
task point and starts the task is 21 s and the task execution time is 16 s, after which it takes
62 s to fly from this task point to the location of task 3, the moment when the UAV starts this
task is 99 s and the task execution time is 15 s, and the overall task execution completion
time is 114 s. The total revenue of the UAV mission allocation is 5251.5.

(3) For the same scenario test, the CBBA was used to add the adjustment allocation based
on the task time window on the basis of the former test, as shown in Figure 11.

Table 9. UAV mission execution relationship.

UAV Identity Task Execution Path Flight Distance Task Execution Time

1 (15,III)→(16,III) 9 {10,20},{82,92}
2 (13,I)→(10,I)→(11,I)→(14,I)→(12,I) 19 {15,20},{45,50},{64,69},{76,81},{86,91}
3 (9,II)→(8,II)→(6,II)→(4,II) 16 {18,33},{49,64},{67,82},{83,98}
4 (5,II)→(2,II)→(1,II) 14 {10,25},{47,62},{69,84}
5 (7,II)→(3,II) 10 {21,37},{99,114}
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As shown in Table 10, the overall execution time for the UAV formation to complete
the collaborative tasks is 224.013 s, with the UAV formation taking 100.013 s to make a
task decision and complete the process of assigning all tasks in the face of the current task
environment. The times of the emergence of new tasks are {10,20} and {82,92}. After the
emergence of new tasks, the implementation of UAVs using the task continuity adjustment
allocation in the improved CBBA and the adjustment allocation based on the time window
change based on the task allocation scheme of the complete redistribution strategy CBBA:
UAV 1 carries out type I task sequence as 15→10→14→16, the execution time of the new
tasks 15 and 16 is 10 s, the execution time of the remaining types of tasks is 5 s, the moment
when UAV A1 arrives at the initial task point and starts executing the task is 10 s, for its
subsequent set of tasks, the moments when the UAV starts executing are 45 s, 76 s and
82 s respectively, and the overall task execution is completed in 92 s; UAV 2 carries out
type I task sequence as 13→11→12, the execution time for each type of task is 5 s, the
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moment when UAV A2 arrives at the initial task point and starts executing the task is 15 s,
for its subsequent set of tasks the UAV starts executing at 64 s and 86 s respectively, and the
overall task completion time is 91 s; UAV 3 carries out type II task sequence as 9→8→6→4,
the execution time for each type of task is 15 s, the moment when UAV A3 arrives at the
initial task point and starts its task is 18 s, for its subsequent set of tasks the UAV starts its
execution at 49 s, 67 s and 83 s respectively, and the overall task completion time is 98 s;
UAV 4 carries out type II task sequence as 5→2→1, the execution time for each type of
task is 15 s, the moment when UAV A4 arrives at the initial task point and starts executing
the task is 10 s, for its subsequent set of tasks, the UAV starts executing at 47 s and 69 s
respectively, and the overall task execution is completed in 84 s; And UAV 5 carries out
type II task sequence as 7→3, the moment when UAV A5 arrives at the initial task point
and starts the task is 21 s and the task execution time is 16 s, after which it takes 62 s to fly
from this task point to the location of task 3, the moment when the UAV starts this task is
99 s and the task execution time is 15 s, and the overall task execution completion time is
114 s. The total revenue of the UAV mission allocation is 5419.2.

(4) To further test the performance of the improved CBBA in unbalanced staged collab-
orative task assignments for multiple UAVs and targets, 1-20 UAVs were set up for
collaborative execution of 15 tasks. The task assignment performance was compared
with those of the original CBBA and contract network algorithms. The results are
shown in Figure 12.

Table 10. UAV mission execution relationship.

UAV Identity Task Execution Path Flight Distance Task Execution Time

1 (15,III)→(10,I)→(14,I)→(16,III) 11 {10,20},{45,50},{76,81},{82,92}
2 (13,I)→(11,I)→(12,I) 12 {15,20},{64,69},{86,91}
3 (9,II)→(8,II)→(6,II)→(4,II) 16 {18,33},{49,64},{67,82},{83,98}
4 (5,II)→(2,II)→(1,II) 14 {10,25},{47,62},{69,84}
5 (7,II)→(3,II) 10 {21,37},{99,114}
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As shown in Figure 12, compared with the original CBBA and contract network
algorithms, the improved CBBA has a higher profit value when the task allocation reaches
the final saturation state. This is because the original CBBA and contract network algorithms
do not consider the imbalance between the numbers of UAVs and target tasks. At the same
time, the assignment of target tasks with different execution stages is not satisfied well.
The running time of the CBBA is higher than that of the original CBBA and contract net
algorithms. This is because the improved CBBA is much more considerate of the matching
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relationship between UAVs and tasks and reasonably allocates UAVs to perform tasks
in different task execution stages. In summary, it can be seen that the improved CBBA
has better allocation performance in solving the problem of multi-UAV and multi-target
unbalanced coordinated task allocation in stages.

(5) To further test the applicability and effectiveness of the algorithm in UAV dynamic
task assignment scenarios, 1 to 18 UAVs were assigned to 16 target tasks, including
nine type I tasks, five type II tasks, and two dynamic tasks. The UAV type ratio was
1:1. The simulation test is shown in Figure 13.
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As shown in Figure 13, in the process of UAVs performing multiple tasks, the benefit of
the improved algorithm is higher than that of the algorithm of the complete reprogramming
strategy. In the early stage, due to there being a small number of UAVs and too many tasks,
the benefits of the TCW-CBBA, TW-CBBA, and TC-CBBA algorithms are roughly the same.
When the number of UAVs is approximately 3–7, the profit values of the algorithms are
ranked from high to low as TCW-CBBA, TW-CBBA, and TC-CBBA. In the later period, due
to the excessive number of UAVs and the relatively small number of tasks, the total profit
values of multiple UAVs tend to be the same. In terms of running time, the TCW-CBBA,
TW-CBBA, and TC-CBBA algorithms have large running times, with TCW-CBBA and
TW-CBBA algorithms taking longer than TC-CBBA because the TCW-CBBA and TW-CBBA
algorithms consider the effect of the task window when assigning tasks.

4. Discussion

To solve the problem of multi-UAV and multi-target cooperative task assignment while
considering the constraints of multi-type task assignment and mismatched numbers of
UAVs and target tasks, the CBBA was improved to achieve task assignment by stages. The
improved CBBA was used to improve the dynamic task allocation process of multi-UAVs
from two aspects: continuous task planning and dynamic adjustment of task execution
time windows. The simulation results show that the proposed multi-UAV cooperative
multi-objective phased assignment algorithm and multi-UAV dynamic task assignment
mechanism can effectively solve the multi-UAV multi-objective cooperative task assignment
problem and enable timely response to unexpected new tasks. The next step will focus on
the joint planning of task execution time windows among different UAVs.

5. Conclusions

For the multi-UAV phased cooperative task allocation problem, the multi-UAV multi-
task cooperative phased allocation model was established by considering the constraints of
task execution timing constraint, task execution time constraint, task execution quantity
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constraint, and task execution demand constraint. An improved consensus-based bundle
algorithm was proposed to improve the algorithm task packet and task execution path
construction mechanism, to realize the cooperative execution of multiple tasks by multiple
UAVs, and to increase the design of a two-tier task bidding mechanism to better meet the
execution needs of various tasks in different time periods. Aiming at the problem of task
reassignment of sudden new tasks in the process of task execution, on the basis of the
original complete replanning strategy, a task continuity adjustment mechanism and a task
time window-based adjustment mechanism were added. The task continuity adjustment
mechanism is used to comprehensively weigh the execution relationship between pre-
order tasks and subsequent tasks in the task execution path and better take into account
the relationship between the overall task execution benefits and execution costs. Use
the adjustment mechanism based on the task time window to reasonably plan the task
execution time arrangement of various tasks in the task execution path of various UAVs,
optimize the overall task execution list, and improve the task execution efficiency. Through
specific simulation cases, it is verified that the proposed cooperative phased task assignment
algorithm can well realize the coordinated execution of different tasks by multiple UAVs in
different time periods and meet the execution requirements of various time periods of the
tasks. At the same time, the improved dynamic task allocation mechanism proposed in this
paper can well deal with the allocation conflict between the original task sequence and the
sudden new task and better take into account the task execution benefits and execution
costs in the task execution path after replanning. This makes the overall task execution
time window planning and arrangement more reasonable and effectively improves the
overall task dynamic allocation efficiency and effectiveness.
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Nomenclature

xij The assignment of UAV i to task j.
Lt The maximum number of tasks that each UAV can perform.
NT The number of tasks.
NU The number of UAVs.
I The UAV set.
J The task set.
Li The maximum number of UAVs.
Lt The maximum number of tasks that each UAV can perform.

t
Tj
r The starting times of the reconnaissance mission.

t
Tj
c The starting times of the strike mission.

Eti The start execution time.
Lti The end execution time.

tj

etk
i ,ltk

i
The kth execution period

[
etk

i , ltk
i

]
of the jth target.

xi The distribution scheme.
pi The task execution sequence.
tij The time spent by UAV i to perform task j.
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Eti The time for UAV i to start its mission.
Lti The time for UAV i to end its mission.
ti The time when the UAV i performed the mission.
bi The task package.
pi The task path.
zi The winner set.
yi The winning bid price set.
si The timestamp.
Spi

i The total revenue of UAV i’s task allocation.
cij The revenue from task execution.
tijs The start time of UAV i performing task j.
tjs The start time of task j.
tje The end execution time of task j.
ζij The mission distance cost of the UAV.
dij The straight-line distance between UAV i and task j.
γ The distance cost coefficient.
Kij The profit function coefficient of UAV i performing task j.
Bij The UAV i’s bid for mission j.
Tj The starting execution time set.
t∗ The difference in the start execution times of adjacent tasks.
τr The time of message receipt.
gik The information interaction between UAV i and UAV k.
T The time for new tasks to appear.
Ti The task execution sequence of UAV i.
Tt The conflict-free task set at any execution time after t.
h The order of the task in the execution sequence.
g The individual UAV in the task execution sequence to which the task belongs.
w The total number of conflict-free tasks.
d− The minimum threshold of the cost ratio.
d+ The maximum threshold of the cost ratio.
AS The algorithm iteration counting notation.
uij The execution relationship between UAV i and task j.
du The execution time of a task.
st The earliest start time of a task.
et The latest start time of a task.
dt The time that the UAV takes to reach the task location.
M The proportion of the task time window of the UAV to start the task at time t in the overall

time window.
P The time set of all tasks that can be started within the time window.
tP The pre-task set.
tN The follow-up task set.
ad The expected task execution time.
dt1 The distance between UAV i and the currently executed task.
dt2 The distance between the locations of prior and current tasks.
dt3 The distance between the follow-up and current task locations.
tp The start time of the prior task.
tpd The execution time of the prior task.
tce The end time of the current task.
tn The start time of the follow-up task.
tdu The execution time of the current task.
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